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Once again CULTURE ASSAULT RECORDS hits you up with their brand new
FREECULTASS005 Domination EP by two newcomers from Russia called Terror[east] and
TRN18. Be prepared for sickness that has never been that hard and destroying! Those two free
tunes will pick your feed from the ground and threw you on top of the dance floor! Heads will be
forced to bang like back in the days when we were freaking out to good old metal music!

  

      

  

Some kind words about them two Russian newcomers which are responsible for those two
bangers offered to you for free: Terror[east] is one of the most enigmatic, merciless and cruel
artists of the modern and nowadays Drum'n'Bass scene. The image, reflective of his true
essence, thirst of madness,hatred in his heart and anger in blood makes his tracks more than
just music, they are an expression of his spiritual,emotional and physical state. Destructive
energy fills all up to the subconscious.He makes electronic Drum'n'Bass more alive. And then
there is this guy called TRN18: The tsunami of energy and drive - dynamical, broken rhythms -
dark basses and moods - blowing your head right away – it’s all TRN18.
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Artist: TRN18 & Terror[east] 
Title: Domination EP 
Cataloge Nr.: FREECULTASS005 
Style: Drum&Bass/DarkStep/TerrorStep 
Release Date: 23-February-2010 
Quality: 320kbps / 44100Hz / Joint Stereo 
Tracks: 2 ~29 Mb 

  

  Culture Assault Records proudly presents you “CULTMIX005 – Taking Lifes Mix” done by our
fresh new and totally weird DubStep-Artist ValkyR. He lives in "Champs sur Marne" near Paris
and was born in September 1990. He first started producing BreakBeat & DnB in late 2006 but
since the Year 2008 he found his dark, disturbing and icey DubStep-Style which is now framed
into this beautific Mix! Watch out for his first Release “CULTDUB002 - Taking Lifes”, including 6
sick DubStep Tunes which is going to be released on Culture Assault Records soon!!   
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http://www.sendspace.com/file/lxs9kc
http://rapidshare.com/files/355213678/FREECULTASS005.zip
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{play}http://www.culture-assault.net/records/mp3s/crowd.mp3{/play}
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{play}http://www.culture-assault.net/records/mp3s/domination.mp3{/play}

  
      

  

  

special thx to TRN18 & Terror[east] for making it possible! And our fav guy Jordi for doing the
artwork!! Love this 2 tunes and so glad we can throw them out for free!!

  

Cheers Roman
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